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Q&A
WHAT IS ROOTCON

Mission

To provide a venue for gathering of *NOT* just InfoSec guys but for technology enthusiasts such as developer, gamer, hardware hacker, technicians, lawyers, businessmen etc…etc…

We are *NOT*
Criminals
Scammers
Rebels
WE ARE HERE
TO ENJOY
AND
SHARE KNOWLEDGE
Introducing the GOONS

is made up of many people, all who has different Kung-Fu and Networking skills, each year they gather to setup and launch a Gathering to practice and show off their skills in alcoholic drinking, debugging, packet sniffing, and socializing. Without these people, rootCON wont be a reality. Its due to there dedication, hardwork and commitment that made it happen.
Onshore Goons

Uiii
OffShore Goons

Maxtor
HomerMike

BECOMING A GOON
What happen to PGHat?

Branding

Management

Objectives

Etc….etc…..
rootCON Rules

We don’t hack Facebook accounts

We don’t condone illegal activities

We don’t do rebellion

We DO tech research

We DO mentoring
Logistics
What are logistics
Venue Planning
Speakers
Activities
Equipments
Contests

Hacker Jeopardy
Wi-fi Shoot Out
CTF
HFC – Hacker for Charity
Hardware Hacking / Robotics Village
Lock Picking
Future activities

Volunteer to come up with an activity
3 minutes
Q&A